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INTRODUCTION

The maximum inspiratory pressure (MIP) that a subject can achieve through the mouthpiece of a
“passive” dry powder inhaler (DPI) is driven chiefly by their inspiratory muscle strength (Clark,
2015). Muscle strength increases with age, peaking at about age 25, plateauing until about age 40,
after which it steadily decreases. Males achieve greater MIP values than females, and increases in
disease severity may further reduce MIP. When using DPIs, patients rarely inhale with maximal
effort, instead achieving peak inspiratory pressures (PIP) that are about 40–80% of their MIP (Clark,
2015 and references therein).

Based on these observations, current industry guidance is that passive DPIs are inherently flow
rate dependent, and that young children and elderly patients may not be able to achieve the PIP or
peak inspiratory flow rates (PIFR) necessary to effectively fluidize and disperse dry powders,
especially during acute exacerbations (Laube et al., 2011).

For patients with COPD, it has been suggested that: “If the PIFR is less than 60 L min−1 the patient
may not achieve optimal clinical benefit (with inhaled bronchodilators), and a different delivery system
such as a metered dose or soft mist inhaler or nebulized therapy should be considered” (Mahler, 2017).
Based on results of multiple breathing studies in COPD patients, it was further suggested that
between 19 and 78% of stable outpatients, and 32–47% of in-patients prior to discharge after
admission for an exacerbation, have a suboptimal PIFR <60 L min−1 (Mahler et al., 2013; Mahler,
2017; Mahler, 2020). More recently, Mahler has taken the argument one step further, suggesting that
PIFR be used as a therapeutic biomarker to guide delivery system selection, while dropping the
optimal flow rate for high resistance DPIs to 30 L min−1 (Mahler and Halpin, 2021).

This opinion reviews the available literature regarding flow rate dependence of inhaled
bronchodilators when administered with passive DPIs for the treatment of asthma and COPD.

MINIMUM THRESHOLD ENERGY

According to the ERS/ISAM Guidance on inhalation therapies (Laube et al., 2011): “Each DPI has a
minimum threshold energy below which deagglomeration is inefficient, resulting in a reduced emitted
dose (ED) with a high mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) and small fine particle dose less
than 5 μm (FPD < 5μm). Below the minimum threshold energy, the patient will receive no, or very little,
therapeutic effect from the drug”.

The Guidance further states that: “The turbulent energy (in a DPI) is the product of the patient’s
inhalation flow (Q)multiplied by the DPI’s resistance (R) ”. Clark and Hollingworth showed that this
product equates with the square root of the pressure drop (ΔP) that patients achieve at the
mouthpiece of the device (Clark and Hollingworth, 1993).
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ΔP
√ � Q × R (1)

Stated another way, the flow rate through a DPI is
proportional to the square root of the pressure drop the
patient achieves across it, with the constant of proportionality
being the device resistance.

Different DPIs contain design elements, such as grids, orifices
and swirl chambers, that present varying degrees of airflow
resistance. It has been suggested in numerous publications
regarding passive DPIs that subjects must inhale with enough
flow to overcome the resistance of the device (Ghosh et al., 2017;
Mahler, 2017; Baloira et al., 2021). This along with the proposed
optimal PIFR being independent of device resistance suggests that
achieving a flow rate of 60 L min−1 is necessary for effective
powder fluidization and dispersion from a passive DPI. This
suggestion is fundamentally incorrect. For higher resistance
inhalers, effective powder dispersion and drug delivery can be
achieved at flow rates much less than 60 L min−1, or even
30 L min−1 for that matter. Similarly, the effectiveness of
powder dispersion and the minimum PIP cannot be
established a priori from the product of flow rate and device
resistance, as the degree of dispersion depends on key design
features of both the formulation and device.

Establishing the minimally acceptable flow rate or pressure
drop for an inhaled dry powder requires linking the results of
three independent experimental evaluations: 1) measurement of
the inspiratory flow profiles of subjects (i.e., breathing studies)
when using the DPI. The use of PIP enables a single metric that is
independent of device resistance to describe the inspiratory effort
that a subject provides (Clark et al., 2020); 2) measurement of the
impact of a subject’s inspiratory flow profile on drug delivery to
the lungs; 3) measurement of the impact of regional deposition of
the drug within the respiratory tract on clinical outcomes.

To determine whether decreases in the total lung dose (TLD)
of the drug are critical, one must understand where on the
sigmoidal dose-response curve the dose sits. If the TLD sits at
the top of the curve, some reduction in TLD may be possible
without sacrificing efficacy. Inhaled bronchodilators are often
described as having a high therapeutic index, thereby enabling
higher doses to be administered without fear of serious adverse
events. Hence, the determination of the minimum threshold
energy should rely first and foremost on clinical measures of
efficacy as a function of flow rate. Unfortunately, this type of data
is in short supply, with most of it generated more than 25 years
ago on first-generation DPI products comprising short-acting
bronchodilators. Nonetheless, it is this data that has shaped
current industry perceptions regarding passive DPIs.

In the absence of clinical efficacy, it is impossible to know
whether measures of drug delivery will correlate with clinical
outcomes. If differences in TLD are to be relied upon, it is
preferred that these measurements come from in vivo clinical
studies (i.e., imaging or charcoal block pharmacokinetics
methods). Alternatively anatomical throat models (e.g., the
Alberta Idealized Throat, AIT), particularly when using
realistic inspiratory flow profiles, have demonstrated good
in vitro/in vivo correlations (Zhang et al., 2007; Byron et al.,
2010; Delvadia et al., 2012; Olsson et al., 2013; Finlay and Martin,

2015; Weers et al., 2015; Ruzycki et al., 2019; Newman and Chan,
2020; Ruzycki et al., 2020). The last choice for estimates of TLD
should be cascade impactors. As pointed out by Dolovich et al.,
“cascade impactors are not lung simulators”, and in vivo
deposition of the inhaled drug dose and ultimately the clinical
response to the inhaled dose are far more complicated (Dolovich
et al., 2018). Unfortunately, most of the conclusions to date
regarding the optimal PIFR of DPIs have been based on
FPD<5μm, a metric which provides a misleading picture of flow
rate dependence with DPIs (Weers and Clark, 2017; Weers, 2018;
Weers et al., 2019b). Moreover, use of a single metric like PIFR or
PIP to describe drug delivery omits many other critical factors
including inhaled volume, ramp rate to peak flow, and other
patient related features including the geometry of their airways
and degree of airway obstruction or gas trapping, to name a few).

COMMENTS ON INERTIAL IMPACTION

To achieve drug delivery to the lungs, particles must bypass
deposition in the upper respiratory tract (URT). It is well accepted
that particle deposition within the URT occurs primarily by
inertial impaction (Stahlhofen et al., 1989; Darquenne, 2020).
The Stokes number (Stk) defines the tendency that a particle will
diverge from the airflow and deposit by inertial impaction in the
URT (Equation 1):

Stk � ρpd
2
puCC

18μD
~
d2
aQCC

18μD
(2)

Here dp, ρp, and da are the particle diameter, density, and
aerodynamic diameter, respectively, u and μ are the linear
velocity and dynamic viscosity of the carrier gas, CC is the
Cunningham slip correction factor which corrects for non-
continuum conditions, and D is a characteristic length scale
equal to the diameter of the airspace. For lung deposition
studies, the volumetric inspiratory flow rate, Q, is often used
to approximate the linear velocity for a fixed geometry. The
product d2aQ is termed the ‘impaction parameter’. Martin and
Finlay have developed a highly correlated algebraic model to
describe lung deposition of aerosols with the impaction
parameter as a key component (Martin and Finlay, 2007).

Pharmaceutical impactors are designed to separate particles
onto stages based on d2aQ cutoffs at a constant flow rate (Marple
et al., 2003; Marple et al., 2004). Operation at a constantQ enables
conversion from the d2aQ stage cutoffs to da cutoffs. Despite the
fact that the TLD, regional deposition of particles within the
lungs, flow rate dependence in particle deposition, and
interpatient variability in lung delivery are more closely
aligned with variations in d2aQ, it remains common practice to
present flow rate dependence in terms of measures of the emitted
dose (ED) and FPD<5μm (Weers and Clark, 2017; Weers, 2018;
Weers et al., 2019b; Weers et al., 2019c; Miller et al., 2021).

Use of da cutoffs (e.g., FPD< 5μm) instead of d2aQ stage
groupings (e.g., FPDS3-F) is especially problematic for dry
powder inhalers, due to the large differences in device
resistance that can lead to differences in Q from
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~10 L min−1–200 L min−1. Given that the MMAD typically spans
the range from about 1.0 to 5.0 μm, variations in Q can have just
as great an impact on respiratory tract deposition as da. For
example, a 6.5 μm particle inhaled at 8 L min−1 has an equivalent
d2aQ (338 μm2 L min−1) as a 1.5 μm particle inhaled at
150 L min−1. Indeed, inhaling what many consider to be non-
respirable particles with an MMAD of 6.5 μm at a PIFR of
8 L min−1 was shown by gamma scintigraphy to result in a
TLD of 71% in healthy volunteers (Clark et al., 2007).

To achieve lung deposition that is independent of flow rate in
vivo, it is d2aQ that must be constant with variations in Q, not da
(Weers et al., 2013; Weers and Clark, 2017; Weers, 2018; Weers
et al., 2019b;Miller et al., 2021). In the context of an impactor, this
requires that the pattern of deposition on the stages be constant
with variations in Q (Weers et al., 2013; Weers et al., 2019b). This
further necessitates that the aerosol particle size becomes finer
with increases inQ. Whether d2aQ increases, decreases, or remains
constant with variations inQ depends largely on the properties of
the formulation (Weers and Clark, 2017).

Themagnitude of flow rate dependence can be estimated using
a metric termed the Q index (Weers and Clark, 2017). The Q
index represents a normalized measure of the percentage change
in TLD between pressure drops of 1 and 6 kPa. The sign indicates
whether the TLD increases (+) or decreases (-) with increasing
PIP. Q index values between 0 and 15% are deemed to be
indicative of low flow rate dependence, between 15 and 40%
as moderate, and >40% as high flow rate dependence. If a Next
Generation Impactor (NGI) is used to estimate the Q index,
deposition on stage 3 to filter (i.e., FPDS3-F) may be used as an
approximation of the TLD.

It is sometimes stated that active devices such as pMDIs and
SMIs are flow rate independent (Ghosh et al., 2017). While it is
true that these devices do not depend on the patient’s inspiratory
effort to create the aerosol, it is incorrect to suggest that they
provide flow rate independent dose delivery to the lungs. In fact,
active devices are inherently flow rate dependent, because while
they create a constant aerodynamic particle size distribution
independent of the patient, patients inhale the aerosol at
different flow rates, resulting in a negative flow rate
dependence. This was exemplified in clinical studies for
numerous active delivery systems including the Exubera® DPI,
Spiros™ DPI, and Respimat® SMI (Hill et al., 1996; Weers and
Clark, 2017; Weers, 2018; Weers et al., 2019b; Weers et al., 2019c;
Ciciliani et al., 2021)). Metered dose inhalers may show less flow
dependence than other active delivery systems due to interactions
of the plume with the entraining air flow.

Paradoxically, the only portable inhalers capable of achieving
true flow rate independent dose delivery to the lungs are passive dry
powder inhalers. Indeed, carrier-free dry powder formulations
comprising spray-dried porous particles have repeatedly
demonstrated the ability to balance the two competing effects
with passive DPIs with increasing Q (i.e., increased powder
dispersion vs increased particle velocity) to achieve flow rate
independent lung delivery in vivo across PIPs ranging from 0.2
to 10 kPa (Duddu et al., 2002; DeLong et al., 2005;Weers et al., 2010;
Haynes et al., 2016; Stass et al., 2016; Weers and Clark, 2017; Weers
et al., 2019a; Weers et al., 2019c; Miller et al., 2021).

For early DPI products such as the Ventolin® Rotacaps®, Intal®
Spinhaler®, Foradil® Aerolizer®, and Bricanyl® Turbuhaler®, large
decreases in da and d2aQ were observed with increases in Q,
resulting in increases in TLD and a large positive Q index (Weers
and Clark, 2017). These products also had corresponding clinical
efficacy data as a function of flow rate, demonstrating
improvements in bronchodilation with increases in PIFR
(Pedersen, 1986; Auty et al., 1987; Pedersen et al., 1990;
Nielsen et al., 1997). These results have led many to
erroneously suggest that “it is generally true that higher
inspiratory flows are associated with improved performance of
dry powder inhalers” (Mahler, 2020). As we will show, that is
certainly not the case, even with current marketed asthma/COPD
products.

With this as background, let’s examine the flow rate
dependence of several marketed DPIs utilized for the
treatment of asthma and COPD. For this discussion, we have
selected four representative DPIs with marked variations in their
resistance to airflow.

MINIMUM PEAK INSPIRATORY
PRESSURES AND PEAK INSPIRATORY
FLOW RATES OF MARKETED DPIS

Breezhaler
®
(Low Resistance, R =

0.0190 kPa 0.5 L−1min)
Unfortunately, there are no measures of efficacy as a function of
variation in flow rate available for the Breezhaler, so the
determination of the minimum PIFR or PIP must rely on
aerosol performance metrics and breathing studies only.

As discussed above, a common misconception with DPIs is
that: “In vitro testing of various drugs has demonstrated that
higher flow rates generate smaller particle sizes, thereby allowing
for better drug deposition in the lungs” (Ghosh et al., 2017). As
formulations of lactose blends have advanced with the addition of
fine lactose and/or force control agents, the magnitude of the
decrease in particle size with variations in flow rate has
diminished, with lactose blends now showing positive, negative
and even flow rate independent drug delivery (Hamilton et al.,
2015; Weers and Clark, 2017).

Indeed, a moderate negative flow rate dependence was
observed for OnBrez® Breezhaler® (Q index = -31.0%) (Weers
and Clark, 2017), with increases in TLD of indacaterol (as
determined in the AIT model) from 29% of the nominal dose
at a PIP of 6 kPa (128 L min−1), to 33% at 4 kPa (104 L min−1), to
40% at 2 kPa (73 L min−1), to 42% at 1 kPa (53 L min−1) (Ung
et al., 2014; Weers et al., 2015). Given that the highest TLD is
observed at 1 kPa, it seems likely that drug delivery will continue
to be acceptable at PIPs well below 1 kPa. As anticipated,
measures based on FPD<5μm are misleading, showing a small
in vitro flow rate dependence with increases in FPD<5μm with
increasing Q above 50 L min−1 (Pavkov et al., 2010).

Pavkov et al. studied the breathing profiles of 26 COPD patients
with the Breezhaler device (Pavkov et al., 2010). The PIFR decreased
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with increases in disease severity, from 103 Lmin−1 for subjects with
mild disease to 84 Lmin−1 for subjects with very severe disease.
Across the 26 subjects, PIFR values ranged from 52 to 133 Lmin−1,
corresponding to PIP values ranging from about 1 to 6 kPa.

Altman et al. measured the PIFRs achieved with Breezhaler in
97 COPD patients (Altman et al., 2018). The mean PIFR was
108 ± 23 L min−1 with a range from 54 to 156 L min−1. Optimal
flow was defined by Haidl et al. based on the Pavkov results as
being 50 L min−1 (Haidl et al., 2016). This flow rate corresponds
to a PIP of 0.90 kPa, i.e., consistent with a 1 kPa cutoff proposed
by Clark et al. for effective delivery (Clark et al., 2020). Hence, all
subjects in the breathing studies described above achieved the PIP
needed for effective drug delivery.

Two additional questions worthy of reflection are: 1) Should
patients be instructed to inhale forcefully with the Breezhaler, as
this is likely to increase URT deposition and lower the TLD? 2) If
someone inhales optimally at a PIP of 1 kPa, will this be judged as
a critical error in observational studies?

Diskus
®
(Low-Medium Resistance, R =

0.0254 kPa 0.5 L−1min)
Nielsen et al. studied the clinical effects of the long-acting β-
agonist salmeterol delivered with the Diskus DPI in children ages
8–15 years diagnosed with exercise-induced asthma (Nielsen
et al., 1998). Changes in FEV1 were measured during exercise
challenges at 1 and 12-h post-administration. Subjects inhaled
either placebo, or 50 mg of salmeterol at 30 L min−1 or
90 L min−1. The drop in FEV1 during exercise was significantly
less for the subjects receiving inhaled salmeterol compared to
placebo at both timepoints. No difference in the protection
afforded by salmeterol was observed on the low-flow rate day,
as compared with the high flow-rate day, resulting in a minimum
effective PIP of about 0.58 kPa (30 L min−1).

In the same study, Nielsen et al. demonstrated that 99% of
children between the ages of 3 and 10 years were able to achieve a
PIFR of at least 30 Lmin−1, with 26% of subjects exceeding a flow
rate of 90 Lmin−1 (PIP = 5.2 kPa) (Nielsen et al., 1998). Numerous
other breathing studies conducted in asthma subjects have
demonstrated that children above the age of three can achieve a
PIFR of at least 30 Lmin−1 even during periods of acute wheeze
(Bentur et al., 2004; Amirav et al., 2005; Baba et al., 2011).

Additional breathing studies have been conducted in COPD
patients with the Diskus DPI (Van der Palen, 2003; Broeders
et al., 2004; Mahler et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2017; Ghosh et al.,
2019). In one study, Sharma et al. measured a mean PIFR of 71 ±
22 L min−1 (PIP = 3.3 kPa) in 268 subjects with COPD following
an exacerbation (Sharma et al., 2017). In this group, 31% of
subjects had a PIFR less than 60 L min−1 (2.3 kPa), i.e., less than
what is optimal according to Mahler’s convention (Mahler, 2017;
Mahler and Halpin, 2021). Only 5.6% of subjects had a PIFR less
than 40 L min−1 (PIP = 1.0 kPa). No difference in readmission
rates were observed for the group classified as having suboptimal
PIFR (<60 L min−1) versus the group having optimal PIFR
(Sharma et al., 2017).

In another study, Ghosh et al. determined the PIFR of 66
COPD patients with the Diskus DPI (Ghosh et al., 2019). The

median PIFR was 64 L min−1, with a range from 43 to
75 L min−144% of subjects were assessed as having suboptimal
PIFR less than 60 L min−1, with none having a PIFR <30 L min−1.

Broeders et al. followed the changes in PIFR during an acute
exacerbation of COPD in 15 subjects (Broeders et al., 2004). The
mean PIFR was 86 ± 6.6 (range: 44–131) L min−1 during the acute
phase on Day 1. Mean PIFR increased to 95 ± 7.9 (range: 49–140)
L min−1 during the convalescence period on Day 5, and to 101 ±
7.6 (range: 51–134) L min−1 on Day 50 (stable phase). Again,
none of these subjects had a PIFR <30 L min−1, even during
periods of acute exacerbation.

Ung et al. determined the TLD of Advair Diskus at PIPs of 4
and 2 kPa using the AIT model (Ung and Chan, 2016). For
salmeterol, the TLD decreased from 17 to 16% with decreases in
PIP (Q index = +13.9%). Over the same range of PIP values, the
TLD of fluticasone propionate decreased from 21 to 19% (Q index
= +21.7%). These results suggest TLD values of about 15 and 17%
for salmeterol and fluticasone, respectively at a 1 kPa pressure
drop (extrapolated). Impactor results presented by Kamin et al.
(42) suggest that drug delivery is maintained down to flow rates as
low as 18 L min−1 (0.25 kPa) (Kamin et al., 2002). This coupled
with results from other groups (43,44), suggests that there will be
no significant drop in drug delivery at a PIFR of 30 L min−1

(Chrystyn, 2007; Buttini et al., 2016).
Haidl et al. defined the optimal flow rate with the Diskus DPI

as being a PIFR ≥30 L min−1, corresponding to a PIP of ~0.6 kPa
(Haidl et al., 2016).

Turbuhaler
®
(Medium Resistance, R ~

0.0313 kPa 0.5 L−1min)
By most accounts, the Turbuhaler device with its pelletized
formulation technology has the greatest flow rate dependence
of any commercial DPI. The mean Q index for six independent
studies was +65.4 ± 10.1% (Weers and Clark, 2017). There are at
least five clinical studies that have explored the impact of
inspiratory flow rate on the therapeutic effect of terbutaline
delivered from the Turbuhaler (Dolovich et al., 1988; Engel
et al., 1990; Pedersen et al., 1990; Newman et al., 1991; Drblik
et al., 2003). Numerous other breathing studies provide guidance
on the PIFR and PIP that patients typically achieve with the
reservoir-based device (Brown et al., 1995; Persson et al., 1997;
Dewar et al., 1999; Broeders et al., 2004; Amirav et al., 2005; Al-
Showair et al., 2007; Von Berg et al., 2007; Baba et al., 2011).

Pedersen et al. studied the influence of inspiratory flow rate on
improvements in lung function following administration of
0.25 mg of terbutaline to fourteen asthmatic children with a
mean age of 7.4 years (range: 4–13 years) (Pedersen et al.,
1990). All inhalations resulted in significant improvements in
FEV1 relative to baseline. Bronchodilation increased with
increases in mean PIFR between 13 and 30 L min−1. No
additional improvement in bronchodilation was observed
when the mean PIFR was increased to 60 L min−1 relative to
that achieved at 30 L min−1 (PIP ~0.88 kPa).

Pedersen et al. also conducted breathing studies in 265 healthy
children between the ages of 3.5 and 15 years, and in 34 asthmatic
children between the ages of 4 and 13 years during an episode of
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acute wheeze (Pedersen et al., 1990). For healthy children below
the age of 6, 15/57 (26%) did not achieve a PIFR of 28 L min−1,
whereas 207/208 (99.5%) of children ages 6 and older did. For the
acute asthma subjects (ages 4 and 5), 6/15 (40%) could not
achieve a PIFR of 28 L min−1 (mean: 24 L min−1), whereas 17/
19 (89%) of children between the ages of 6 and 13 did (mean:
39 L min−1). It was concluded that children ages 6 and above
could achieve effective bronchodilation at flow rates of 30 L min−1

and above.
In another study, Newman et al. utilized gamma scintigraphy

to determine deposition of terbutaline in the respiratory tract of
ten asthmatic adults between the ages of 22 and 78 years
(Newman et al., 1991). Lung deposition was reduced from
16.8% at a mean PIFR of 56.6 L min−1, to 9.1% at a PIFR of
27.9 L min−1. Despite the significant reduction in TLD, no
differences in bronchodilation were observed between the
“fast” and “slow” PIFRs. This suggests that a TLD of 9.1% sits
on the flat part of the dose response curve. This points to the
challenge with using deposition results only in choosing an
adequate lung dose (Nagel et al., 2021).

Dolovich et al. also observed comparable changes in FEV1

following inhalation of terbutaline at 60 and 30 L min−1 with the
Turbuhaler in adult asthmatic patients (Dolovich et al., 1988). So
too did Engel et al., who observed comparable bronchodilation
between PIFRs of 34 and 88 L min−1 in ten adult asthmatics
(mean age of 25 year, range 19–40 year) (Engel et al., 1990).

Finally, Drblik et al. compared the efficacy of terbutaline
delivered by Turbuhaler with that of a pressurized metered
dose inhaler coupled with a Nebuhaler spacer in 112 children
(ages 6–16 years) during acute asthma attacks (Drblik et al.,
2003). No significant differences were observed between the
two treatments, with improvements in FEV1 by 49 and 50% at
60 min, respectively. They further showed that the improvements
in FEV1 with the Turbuhaler were independent of PIFR above
30 L min−1, the minimum PIFR achieved by all 112 subjects in the
study. In this study, switching to an active device provided no
additional clinical benefit.

Numerous other studies have examined the inspiratory flow
profiles of COPD patients with the Turbuhaler both during stable
disease and during acute exacerbations. For example, Broeders
et al. studied the impact of an acute exacerbation on the PIFR
generated with the Turbuhaler in 15 subjects with COPD
(Broeders et al., 2004). The mean PIFR on Day 1 (acute
phase) was 59 ± 4.7 (range: 33–88) L min−1. It improved to
67 ± 5.0 (range: 34–96) L min−1 on Day 5 (convalescence stage),
and to 72 ± 5.2 (range: 39–93) L min−1 on Day 50 (stable phase).
All of the subjects achieved a PIFR of at least 33 L min−1.

In total, these studies suggest that efficacy with the Turbuhaler
is maintained down to a PIFR of 30 L min−1 (0.88 kPa), and that
some degree of bronchodilation is maintained down to PIFR as
low as 13 L min−1 (0.17 kPa).

Despite the clinical results demonstrating equivalent
bronchodilation down to 30 L min−1, Haidl et al. suggest that
the optimal PIFR for Turbuhaler is above 60 L min−1, with
borderline performance between 30 and 60 L min−1 (Haidl
et al., 2016). If the criterion is “little or no clinical effect” as
defined by Laube et al., then the minimum PIP should be

~0.88 kPa, if not lower (Laube et al., 2011). Virtually all
subjects over the age of 6 can achieve this pressure drop, even
during acute exacerbations.

Handihaler
®
(High Resistance, R =

0.0520 kPa 0.5 L−1min)
It has been suggested in numerous publications that subjects must
inhale with enough flow to overcome the internal resistance of the
device (Ghosh et al., 2017;Mahler, 2017). It is further stated that “high
internal resistance impacts the PIFR generated and needed for drug
dispersion” (Ghosh et al., 2017). To reiterate, the resistance of a DPI
and the PIFR achievable through the device tells one nothing about
the dispersion forces generated within the device. In fact, the reason
that many DPIs have a high internal resistance is that they contain
design elements (e.g., orifices, swirl flow) that increase dispersion
forces and particle velocity within the inhaler. For example, despite
having a significantly lower PIFR, particles exiting the mouthpiece of
the high resistance Handihaler DPI have a two-fold higher velocity
and greater turbulence than do particles exiting the low resistance
Breezhaler DPI (Weers et al., 2019a).

High flow rates are not a prerequisite for effective drug delivery to
the lungs. Recent studies with a high resistance variant of the RS01
DPI (R = 0.051 kPa0.5 L−1 min) showed TLD values in the AIT of
93%, with flow rate independent delivery of an inhaled corticosteroid
between PIP values of 1 (19.6 Lmin−1) and 6 kPa (48.0 L min−1) (Q
index = -3.9%) (Miller et al., 2021).

Like the Breezhaler, Spiriva Handihaler shows a negative flow
rate dependence between PIPs of 2 and 6 kPa (Ung et al., 2014). The
TLD in Spiriva Handihaler as determined with the AIT model
increased from 16% of the nominal dose at 47 Lmin−1 (6 kPa), to
19% at 39 Lmin−1 (4 kPa), to 20% at 28 Lmin−1 (2 kPa). This
equates to a Q index of -31.0%. The extrapolated TLD value at a
PIP of 1 kPa is 22%. The TLD values measured with the Alberta
Idealized Throat were comparable to previous in vivo studies using
gamma scintigraphy, where Brand et al. observed about 20% lung
deposition for Spiriva Handihaler in COPD patients independent of
the degree of disease severity (Brand et al., 2013).

Chodosh et al. determined FPD<5μm values for Spiriva
Handihaler of 2.94, 3.92, 4.21, 4.56, 4.37 mg at PIFRs of 20,
28.3, 40, 50, and 60 L min−1, respectively (Chodosh et al., 2001).
The relatively constant FPD<5μm values noted between 28.3 and
60 L min−1 is consistent with the negative flow rate dependence
observed in the anatomical throat model. A drop of ~25% in
FPD<5μm was observed between flow rates of 28.3 and 20 L min−1.
Based on these results, the TLD value at 20 L min−1 is likely to be
less than the extrapolated value from the AIT data detailed above.
The drop in FPD<5μm is balanced to some degree by the low PIFR,
likely resulting in a TLD value comparable to those observed at
the flow rates between 40 and 50 L min−1. Hence, effective drug
delivery is anticipated down to PIFRs of about 20 L min−1

corresponding to a PIP of ~1 kPa.
Ghosh et al. determined the PIFR of 66 COPD patients with

the In-Check DIAL when using the high resistance Handihaler
DPI (Ghosh et al., 2019). The median PIFR was 36 L min−1 with a
range from 28 to 39 L min−1. Suboptimal delivery, defined as
PIFR <30 L min−1 encompassed 32% of the subjects.
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Altman et al. [32] studied the breathing profiles of 97 COPD
patients with the Handihaler device. The mean PIFR was 49 ±
9 L min−1, with PIFRs ranging from 22 to 70 L min−1 (Altman
et al., 2018). Hence, all subjects in the Ghosh and Altman studies
exceeded a 1 kPa pressure drop.

In the conclusion to their study, Altman et al. stated: “The
results showed that mean PIFR values increased, and mean
pressure drop values at the PIFR decreased with decreasing
airflow resistance of the inhalers. Patients with COPD were
able to inhale with the least inspiratory effort and generate the
highest mean PIFR value through the Breezhaler inhaler when
compared with the Ellipta inhaler and the HandiHaler inhaler”
(Altman et al., 2018). This statement implies that higher PIFRs
are somehow beneficial, which is clearly not the case with the
Breezhaler or the Handihaler, and many other newer generation
formulations. It also implies that patients must give greater effort
when using a high resistance DPI. In fact, patients tend to give
more effort naturally when inhaling against a higher resistance for
the same instruction set (De Koning et al., 2002; Tiddens et al.,
2006; Azouz et al., 2015; Weers et al., 2019c; Sahay et al., 2021).
For lower resistance DPIs (e.g., Rotahaler®), there is often far
greater variability in PIFR with more patients achieving
suboptimal PIFR (Pedersen, 1986; Weers and Clark, 2017;
Weers et al., 2019c). Having patients supply greater and more
consistent effort for a given instruction is a good thing from a
“human factors” perspective, increasing the probability for
effective drug delivery at low PIP. The best form of instruction
is one that need not be given because the subjects perform the
inspiratory maneuver naturally.

Haidl et al. suggested that the minimum required PIFR for
Handihaler is 20 L min−1, but that the optimal PIFR is 30 L min−1

(Haidl et al., 2016). This is based primarily on the misleading
lower FPD<5μm observed at 20 L min−1. In the spirit of the
minimum threshold energy concept where PIPs less than the
minimum threshold energy result in little or no therapeutic
benefit, a PIP of 1 kPa is deemed to be appropriate.

DISCUSSION

Overall, the 1 kPa cutoff proposed by Clark et al. provides an
acceptable metric for the minimum threshold energy or PIP for
effective drug delivery with passive dry powder inhalers of asthma/
COPD therapeutics (Clark et al., 2020). Moreover, most subjects
above a target age in children can achieve a PIP of 1 kPa, even during
acute exacerbations. As such, the high percentage of suboptimal
inhalations suggested by Mahler, Ghosh, and others is overstated
(Ghosh et al., 2017; Mahler, 2017; Mahler and Halpin, 2021).

One study that is used as support for the 60 L min−1 cutoff was
conducted by Loh et al. (Loh et al., 2017). In this retrospective analysis,
123 COPDpatients were subdivided into two groups based upon their
PIFR when using the In-Check dial measured on the no resistance
setting. 52% of the subjects at the time of discharge following a
pulmonary exacerbation had a PIFR<60 Lmin−1.When compared to
the optimal group, the suboptimal group had fewer days to all-cause
admission (65.5 vs 101 days, p = 0.009). Ghosh et al. questioned
whether the results may be more related to the disease process, and

that PIFR may merely be a marker of exacerbation severity (Ghosh
et al., 2017). Another curious aspect of this study is that the 60 Lmin−1

flow rate corresponds to a PIP of just 0.09 kPa on the no resistance (R
~ 0.005 kPa0.5 L−1min) setting. No other breathing study has
suggested that COPD patients achieve this low of a PIP even
during an acute exacerbation. Hence, it is difficult to assess what
these results mean in the context of identifying an optimal PIFR.

It is important to point out that use of PIP as opposed to PIFR
allows for the impact of device resistance to be accounted for in a
single metric. The challenge with using PIFR is illustrated in
Figure 1. For a 60 Lmin−1 PIFR, the corresponding PIP is nearly
10 kPa with Handihaler versus just 1.3 kPa with Breezhaler. Most
COPD patients cannot achieve a PIP of 10 kPa, whereas most can
achieve a PIP of 1.3 kPa. The percentage of subjects considered as
having suboptimal delivery by Mahler is directly related to the PIP
they are being asked to achieve. The reliance on flow rate as opposed
to pressure drop and aerodynamic size as opposed to impaction
parameter leads to many misconceptions about how we design,
develop, and ultimately use passive DPIs in clinical practice.

The pharmaceutical industry has recently focused on reducing
interpatient variability in drug delivery of inhaled aerosols by
increasing patient adherence to the prescribed treatment
regimen, and by reducing patients’ inability to correctly utilize
their DPI (e.g., to achieve an optimal PIFR) (Smith et al., 2010;
Newman, 2017). An additional challenge, and one that is largely
unaddressed in current marketed asthma/COPD products, is that
patients can utilize their device correctly and be fully adherent to
the treatment regimen, and still achieve little or no benefit from
the drug due to the anatomical features of their mouth and throat.
This is especially problematic for current DPIs, as a high
percentage of the delivered dose (50–90%) is deposited in
the URT.

FIGURE 1 | Plot of the PIFR versus PIP for four portable dry powder
inhalers with varying device resistance. The circles on each curve represent
the minimum PIP or PIFR for effective drug delivery based on the data
presented herein. The triangles represent the corresponding PIP values
for individual inhalers at a PIFR of 60 L min−1.
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Borgström et al. demonstrated that for TLD values between 10
and 30% of the metered dose, that mean interpatient variability in
TLD is between 30 and 50% (Borgström et al., 2006). Moreover,
Stahlhofen et al. showed that individual patients may deposit
anywhere from between 5 and 90% of their dose in the URT over
a narrow range of d2aQ values (Stahlhofen et al., 1989;Weers et al.,
2019c; Miller et al., 2021). Unfortunately, current asthma/COPD
DPI products comprising lactose blends and pelletized
formulations have a mean impaction parameter that sits right
in the sweet spot for maximizing this variability in URT
deposition (Weers et al., 2019c; Miller et al., 2021).

Let’s put the magnitude of the mean interpatient variability
related to oropharyngeal filtering of particles in context relative to
the measured flow rate dependence. Using the measured Q index
values, the percent changes in TLD between 1.0 and 6.0 kPa were:
2.9, 13.9, 25 and 31% for bronchodilators administered with the
Genuair, Diskus, Handihaler and Breezhaler DPIs respectively
(Weers and Clark, 2017). These results suggest that the flow rate
dependence results in variability in TLD that is comparable or
lower than the variability associated with oropharyngeal filtering
of particles. Not surprisingly, the outlier here is Bricanyl
Turbuhaler where the Q index is 62%. Yet this drug showed
no impact of flow rate on improvements in FEV1 down to a PIP of
1 kPa, presumably due to being on the flat part of the dose
response curve. While pelletized formulations are the poster child
for flow rate dependence with passive DPIs, they represent the
exception rather than the standard for what is possible today,
even with lactose blends.

The low degree of throat deposition for nebulizers relative to
passive DPIs may lead to the potential for lower variability in
TLD in vivo, and consequently improved outcomes in head-to-
head comparisons for reasons that have nothing to do with flow
rate dependence as suggested (Mahler et al., 2014; Mahler et al.,
2019a). Rather this may be due to differences in variability
associated with URT deposition. Or alternatively, it may have
to do simply with the fact that different drugs are used in the
comparison. Correlation does not necessarily imply causation.

In addition to its impact on interpatient variability in dose
delivery, the high URT deposition observed with current
marketed DPI formulations can also lead to increases in local
adverse events (e.g., candidiasis, hoarseness, throat pain), as well
as systemic adverse events for drugs with oral bioavailability. The
high variability in TLD shifts the dose response curve to the right,
necessitating higher nominal doses to achieve the same
therapeutic effect. This is especially important in pediatric
patients, where the risk of adverse events leads to decreases in
adherence to therapy. Indeed, many of the limitations regarding
DPIs, as delineated by Laube et al., are not inherent limitations of
DPIs, but rather are shaped by the formulation technologies
utilized for delivery of therapeutics for asthma and COPD that
deposit most of their dose in the URT, or are inherently flow rate
dependent (i.e., pelletized formulations) (Laube et al., 2011).

It is been 20 years since Duddu et al. and DeLong et al.
demonstrated that porous particle formulations could deliver
60–70% of the nominal dose into the lungs independent of
PIFR, with interpatient variability in TLD of just 12% between
pressure drops of 0.2 and 10 kPa (Duddu et al., 2002; DeLong

et al., 2005). Today formulations are available that can push the
TLD to ~90%, while optimizing delivery to both the large and
small airways (Weers et al., 2019c; Miller et al., 2021). Even
though particle engineering solutions exist to dramatically
decrease URT deposition and reduce variability associated
with oropharyngeal filtering of particles, flow rate dependence
and co-formulation effects, all DPI products for the
administration of asthma/COPD therapeutics remain lactose
blends and pelletized formulations.

When it was discovered that chlorofluorocarbons (CFC)
depleted stratospheric ozone, regulators called for a phase-out
of CFC propellants. The pharmaceutical industry responded
rapidly with the introduction of hydrofluoroalkane (HFA)
propellants. The CFC to HFA conversion necessitated a
rework of the modern pMDI, including development of new
metering valves, new can coatings, dose counters, and new
formulation technologies including solution pMDIs and
PulmoSphere™ (re-branded Aerosphere®) formulations. One
can see the beginnings of a similar transition for new
propellants with low global warming potential.

No such regulatory pressure exists for DPIs. The Entrenched
Player’s Dilemma is the choice faced by existing businesses in a
changing marketplace. According to Tapscott ‘‘The commercial
success of their products in the marketplace increases their
dependency on them. Making radical changes in the product’s
capabilities could cannibalize sales or lead to costly realignments of
strategy and business infrastructure. The result is that entrenched
players are generally not motivated to develop or deploy disruptive
technologies.’’ (Tapscott andWilliams, 2006). This in part helps to
explain why engineered particles have yet to be commercialized in
the asthma/COPD space.

There have been mixed messages regarding the importance of
reducing variability in drug delivery for asthma/COPD
therapeutics. On the one hand, there are a large number of
references that suggest that the youngest and oldest of patients
may not be able to use a passive dry powder inhaler because they
cannot achieve the optimal PIFR needed for effective drug
delivery. On the other hand, it has been argued that the high
therapeutic index associated with asthma/COPD therapeutics has
enabled products to be formulated at the top of the dose response
curve, such that some reduction in TLD is possible without
sacrificing efficacy. This argument has been utilized to quash
development of new technologies that dramatically reduce
variability in drug delivery of these therapeutics.

As the market moves towards generics in the asthma/COPD
space, there is no driver for large pharmaceutical companies to
make the investment to advance new technologies. Perhaps this is
precisely the time for a new player to push the envelope and make
improved DPI products, especially if one believes that variability
in dose delivery to the lungs negatively impacts outcomes for
some patients.
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